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Inspired by the promise of hydrogen (H2) as a clean alternate to the existing energy sources, we have
employed spin-polarized density functional theory calculations on a recently designed two-dimensional
C4 N monolayer as a promising H2 storage material. By means of ﬁrst principles DFT calculations, we have
comprehensively studied the geometric and electronic properties of pristine, defected and metal-doped
C4 N nanosheets and further explored their H2 storage properties. We found that light metal dopants
such as Li, Na, K, Mg, and Ca bind strongly to defects on a C4 N nanosheet with binding energies of 3e4 eV
per dopant. These binding energies are sufﬁciently strong to surpass metal clustering. Thermal stability
of the metal-doped C4 N nanosheets has been further veriﬁed by means of ab initio molecular dynamics
simulations. The bonding nature of the metal dopants with the C4 N nanosheet has been studied through
Bader analysis and Roby-Gould methods and the electronic properties were studied through density of
states. We found that each dopant in the metal-doped C4 N nanosheet can bind up to ﬁve H2 molecules
with adsorption energies ranging between 0.15 and 0.60 eV/H2 , which results in optimal H2 storage
capacities. Finally, we employed thermodynamic analysis to investigate the H2 adsorption/desorption
mechanism under practical operating conditions.
© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Aside from diminishing availability and geopolitical challenges,
the use of fossil fuels results in environmental and health concerns
which could be alleviated by replacing the current energy sources
with cleaner, renewable and efﬁcient alternatives [1]. Hydrogen
(H2) is one such energy carrier that could substitute fossil fuels due
to its high energy content, environmental friendliness, abundance
and renewable nature [2,3]. Nevertheless, an efﬁcient storage medium is essential for realizing the H2 economy. Although liquefaction and pressure-induced H2 storage has been employed, energy
cost and safety issues related with these methods make them unviable for large scale applications [4,5]. Solid-state material based
H2 storage is another option to explore; however the pursuit of
such promising materials, which can accommodate a large amount
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of H2 and release it when needed at practical operating conditions,
is a critical barrier that needs to be overcome [6,7]. For efﬁcient
storage, the binding energy of H2 with the host material should lie
within a range of 0.15 to 0.60 eV, to enable adsorption/desorption within suitable operating conditions [8,9]. Moreover the H2
gravimetric density should be at least 5.5 wt%, as per Department of
Energy (DOE) guidelines, which makes low-dimensional light materials a promising storage option [10].
Two-dimensional (2D) nanostructures are undoubtedly one of
the most studied classes of materials due to their unique properties,
which are very different from their bulk morphologies [11,12].
Thanks to their lightweight and large surface to volume ratio, 2D
materials have found their promise in numerous applications
including H2 storage [13e15]. However, the binding enthalpies of
H2 with the majority of 2D materials (in their pure form) fall under
weak physisorption, which diminish the H2 storage capacities and
allow their operation only at very low temperatures, hence not
applicable for real world applications. Therefore, the adsorption
energies between H2 and the host materials need to be enhanced to
facilitate adsorption and desorption at feasible storage conditions.
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Fig. 1. Top and side views of optimized structures for C4 N nanosheet. Selected bond lengths (in Å) and angles (in degrees). The highlighted areas are possible metal adsorption sites
over the (1) N atom, (2) C atom, (3) C  C bridge, (4) C  N bridge, and (5)e(7) hollow sites of the different rings. Atom colors: C-gray, and N-blue. (A colour version of this ﬁgure can
be viewed online.)

Fig. 2. Top and side views of the optimized structures of defected C4 N nanosheet for (a) C-vacancy, (b) N-vacancy, (c) di-vacancy (C and N), and (d) quad-vacancy (2C and 2 N). Atom
colors: C-gray and N-blue. (A colour version of this ﬁgure can be viewed online.)
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One of the most studied approaches in improving H2 enthalpies is
the decoration of the host 2D material surfaces with elements (or
clusters) of alkali, alkaline or transition metals [16e23]. Many
theoretical as well as experimental studies have shed light on metal
decorated 2D nanostructures as promising H2 storage materials.
On the experimental end, Zhou et al. designed a composite of
Ni-graphene, by distributing Ni nanoparticles of length 10 nm on
graphene monolayer and studied its H2 storage properties at
practical temperature and pressure ranges. It was demonstrated
that H2 gravimetric density could be enhanced from 0.1 wt% to
1.18 wt% upon the increment in pressure from 1 to 60 bar, respectively [24]. The same group further developed a system by
distributing Pd clusters of 5e45 nm in size over a graphene surface
and obtained a much higher H2 content of 6.7 wt% at a pressure of
50 bar. When the applied pressure reached 60 bar, an even higher
H2 gravimetric density of 8.67 wt% was obtained [20].
Hashmi et al. studied H2 storage properties of recently synthesized Nitrogenated holey graphene (C2 N) by doping it with Li
adatoms by means of DFT calculations [25]. It was reported that the
Li dopants made strong bonds with the C2 N monolayers and
dispersed uniformly over the surface without being clustered. A
signiﬁcantly high H2 storage capacity could be achieved with
appropriate binding energies that ensure adsorption/desorption at
feasible fuel cell operating conditions [25]. Very recently Luo et al.
used DFT calculations on an experimentally synthesized blue
phosphorene monolayer under Li doping for H2 storage applications. It was reported that Li dopants could form 1:1 P/Li doping
concentrations and reached H2 storage capacity of 9.52 wt% with
adsorption energy of 0.168 eV/H2 [26]. Wang et al. studied the
structural and H2 storage properties of 2D boron sheet upon
functionalization with Ca metals through ﬁrst principles

calculations. These authors concluded that each Ca dopant could
anchor a maximum of 6H2 molecules with an average adsorption
energy range of 0.2 to 0.32 eV/H2 , which fall within the desired
range [27].
A very recent addition to the family of 2D materials is graphitic
carbon nitride nanosheet, C4 N, which was designed through global
structure search approach and found stable both thermally and
dynamically [28]. In addition to the other promising properties,
C4 N has an intrinsic bandgap, which makes it a fascinating material
for nanoelectronics. Motivated by these intriguing properties, we
have studied the structural, electronic and H2 storage properties of
vacancy induced metallized C4 N nanosheet. We found that under
vacancy defects, C4 N bind several light metal dopants, which could
be used as high capacity H2 storage materials.
2. Computational details
Spin-polarized density functional theory (DFT) calculations
were performed using the VASP code [29e31]. We used the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) and projectoraugmented wave method (PAW) for exchange-correlation and
electron-ion interactions [32,33]. Considering the weak interactions between H2 and the metal systems, we used the DFT-D3
empirical dispersion correction of Grimme and co-workers [34].
Cut-off energy of 500 eV was used for the plane-wave basis set. A
vacuum space of 18 Å was inserted along z-direction to avoid the
interaction between the periodic images. We used Monkhorst-Pack
scheme for the Brillouin zone at 5 5  1 for optimization and
much denser mesh of 9 9  1 for density of states (DOS) [35]. All
the systems were optimized until convergence and force criteria of
10-6 eV and 0.01 eV/Å, respectively were met. Charge transfer
mechanism was studied by employing Bader analysis [36] and
Roby-Gould method [40e42].
3. Results and discussion

Fig. 3. Binding energies per M (Li, Na, K, Mg, and Ca) for (a) mono doping on nondefected (pure), and defected C4 N systems, and (b) for maximum doping on
C4 N2C=2N (quad-vacancy) systems, calculated using DFT-D3. For clarity the absolute
values of the binding energies were plotted. (A colour version of this ﬁgure can be
viewed online.)

We begin with studying the structural properties of a pristine
C4 N nanosheet, including bond lengths, bond angles, and lattice
parameters. Fig. 1 shows the optimized structure of the pure C4 N
nanosheet and geometric parameters. The optimized structure of
C4 N consists of ﬁve-, six-, and eight-membered rings. The ﬁvemembered rings contain one heteroatom whereas the six- and
eight-membered rings contain two heteroatoms. The bond lengths
of C  C and C  N are found to be in the range of 1.40e1.43 and
1.38e1.40 Å, respectively. The lattice parameters are a ¼ 9.67 Å and
b ¼ 11.91 Å. The structural parameters are in good agreement with a
previous DFT study of C4 N nanosheets [28].
As expected, the binding energy of H2 molecules on the pure
C4 N nanosheet are much smaller than the desired binding energy
range.
Thus, pristine C4 N nanosheet cannot be used for H2 storage
applications, unless H2 binding is enhanced. Among various available options, metal doping on 2D materials is an extensively
employed approach for increasing the H2 binding energies.
Therefore, we have introduced light metals (M), which are Li, Na, K,
Mg, and Ca, on the C4 N nanosheet. The reasons of selecting these
light metals are: (1) the high ratios of their binding to cohesive
energies help these metals disperse uniformly over the C4 N
nanosheet without being clustered and (2) light metal dopants are
expected to result in signiﬁcantly high storage capacities. To locate
the lowest energy conﬁgurations, the addition of a single M dopant
on eight possible adsorption positions over the C4 N nanosheet have
been considered (these positions are highlighted in yellow in Fig. 1).
In order to determine the most favourable site of M dopants, we
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calculated the binding energy EM
b for each of the eight positions,
which are above the N and C atoms, C  C and C  N bonds, and
center of the four ring types, as follows:

EM
b ¼ EM@C4 N  EC4 N  EM :

(1)

Where EC4 N , EM and EM@C4 N are the total energies of C4 N, M, and M
decorated C4 N, respectively. The results demonstrate that the
energetically most preferable binding site is the center of the
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improve the binding of metal dopants to 2D surfaces [22,37,38]. We,
therefore, consider the following defects: (1) C-vacancy (C4 NC ),
(2) N-vacancy (C4 NN ), (3) di-vacancy (C/N) (C4 NC=N ), and (4)
quad-vacancy (2C/2 N) (C4 N2C=2N ). It is worth mentioning that
different C vacancies were considered and the one with the lowest
total energy was considered for metal doping. Before discussing the
binding mechanism of M on these defects, we will brieﬂy describe
the structural properties of these systems. Fig. 2aec shows the

hexagonal ring (site 7, Fig. 1). The binding energies (EM
b ) to this
position are: 0.88, 0.48, 0.62, 0.16, and 0.42 eV for Li@C4 N, Na@C4 N,
K@C4 N, Mg@C4 N, and Ca@C4 N, respectively. However, these
binding energies are lower than the corresponding cohesive energies Ec of the M dopants, which are 1.63, 1.11, 0.93, 1.51, and
1.84 eV/atom, for Li, Na, K, Mg, and Ca, respectively. This situation
would lead to metal clustering (i.e. Eb /Ec < 1) rather than MeC4 N
binding (i.e. Eb /Ec > 1). In order to avoid metal clustering the
MeC4 N binding energies have to be enhanced.
Defect formation is one of the most efﬁcient techniques to

Fig. 4. Total and partial density of states of (a) pristine C4 N nanosheet, and (b) quadvacancy C4 N2C=2N system. Fermi level is located at zero. (A colour version of this
ﬁgure can be viewed online.)

Fig. 5. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations for metal-functionalized quad-vacancy
systems at maximum doping concentration (4 M@C4 N2C=2N ) at T ¼ 300 K. (A colour
version of this ﬁgure can be viewed online.)
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optimized structures of C-vacancy, N-vacancy, di-vacancy, and
quad-vacancy C4 N nanosheets, respectively. We ﬁnd that there is a
considerable change in the bond lengths when going from the pure
C4 N nanosheet to defected C4 N systems. The C C bond length
ranges are: 1.35e1.45, 1.39e1.46, 1.39e1.77, and 1.38e1.62 for Cvacancy, N-vacancy, di-vacancy, and quad-vacancy, respectively.
Whereas C  N bond lengths are found to be in the range of
1.36e1.44, 1.37e1.42, 1.35e1.48, and 1.35e1.48 for C-vacancy, Nvacancy, di-vacancy, and quad-vacancy, respectively. These results
generally indicate that the bond lengths are elongated upon
increasing the defect concentrations.
In order to examine the effect of structural defects on the EM
b ,
and consequently on H2 adsorption, we introduced a single M on
the defected C4 N nanosheets. We calculate EM
b (per dopant) for each
system using the following equation:

EM
b ¼

EnM@C4 N  EC4 N  nEM
;
n

(2)

where n is the number of dopants, and EC4 N , nEM , and EnM@C4 N
represent the total energy of vacancy induced C4 N, M dopants, and
vacancy induced C4 N loaded with M dopants, respectively. Fig. 3a
presents the binding energies per M dopant for pure and defected
systems. In the case of C-vacancy, the calculated

EM
b
C

2.75, 1.90, 2.03, 2.88, and 3.79 eV for Li@C4 N

energies are:
C

, Na@C4 N

,

K@C4 NC , Mg@C4 NC , and Ca@C4 NC , respectively. Compared to
the binding energies with pure C4 N, these EM
b values are larger by
2.1, 3.0, 2.3, 17.4, and 8.1 times, for Li, Na, K, Mg, and Ca dopants,
respectively. The optimized distances of MeC4 NC are found to be
1.93, 2.26, 2.60, 1.98, and 2.18 Å for Li, Na, K, Mg, and Ca dopants,
respectively. For N-vacancy, the EM
b values of 3.47, 2.61, 2.82, 2.54,

and 3.90 eV were obtained for Li, Na, K, Mg, and Ca dopants,
respectively. Compared to pure C4 N, these binding energies are
stronger by 3.0, 4.4, 3.6, 15.2, and 8.3 times for Li, Na, K, Mg, and Ca
dopants, respectively. The MeC4 NN optimized distances were
found to be 1.97, 2.34, 2.69, 2.00, and 2.28 Å for Li, Na, K, Mg, and Ca
dopants, respectively. For di-vacancy, the EM
b values are 3.60, 1.69,
1.82, 3.78, and 4.38 eV for Li@C4 NC=N , Na@C4 NC=N , K@C4 NC=N ,
Mg@C4 NC=N , and Ca@C4 NC=N , respectively, which are 3.1, 2.5, 2.0,
23.1, and 9.5 times higher than pure C4 N. The MeC4 N distances of
2.08, 2.40, 2.73, 2.10, and 2.40 Å, were observed for Li, Na, K, Mg,
and Ca dopants, respectively. Based on the above structural analysis, it is clear that the binding of MeC4 N has been signiﬁcantly
improved upon the creation of vacancy defects, and in the majority
of cases, di-vacancy shows the largest enhancement of the M
binding. This motivates us to increase the M doping concentration
on the di-vacancy systems.
For the second M doping, the optimized geometries of divacancy for the single M decorated C4 NC=N were used as initial
structures. The second dopant was placed close to the vacancy (i.e.
localized doping) on the opposite side of the ﬁrst M dopant.
Equation (2) was used to calculate the EM
b of the second dopant. The
average EM
b per M dopant was found to be 3.43, 3.16, 2.70, 2.39, and
4.82 eV, for Li, Na, K, Mg, and Ca, respectively. These EM
b values are
signiﬁcantly higher than the corresponding Ec values. We therefore,
proceed to further increase the M concentration over the divacancy system.
To introduce the third M adatom, the di-vacancy C4 NC=N
nanosheets bonded with two metals were used as initial geometries. Now, the third M dopant was introduced at a reasonable
distance from the existing M dopants present on either side of the

Fig. 6. Top and side views of optimized structures for (a) 4Li@C4 N2C=2N , (b) 4Na@C4 N2C=2N , (c) 4K@C4 N2C=2N , (d) 4Mg@C4 N2C=2N , and (e) 4Ca@C4 N2C=2N . Atom colors: C-gray,
N-blue, Li-red, Na-yellow, K-purple, Mg-orange, and Ca-green. (A colour version of this ﬁgure can be viewed online.)
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di-vacancy defect. The reason for this is to avoid the electrostatic
repulsion among the cationic M center. Introducing the third M
away from the vacancy defect would also help to understand the
range of vacancy defects in enhancing the binding mechanism. In
this case, the values of average EM
b per M dopant were found as 1.34,
0.84, 0.94, 0.23, and 0.36 eV, for Li, Na, K, Mg, and Ca, respectively. It
is evident from the small values of EM
b , as compared to their corresponding Ec energies, that these defects have a localized effect on
the MeC4 N binding. This situation motivated us to enhance the
vacancy concentrations, thus we considered another di-vacancy in
the super cell of the considered C4 N nanosheet. Hereinafter, we
refer to these defects as quad-vacancy (Fig. 2d).
To increase the H2 storage capacity, a maximum of four M
dopants were introduced over a quad-vacancy C4 N2C=2N nanosheet. The optimized structures of quad-vacancy systems functionalized with 4Li, 4Na, 4 K, 4 Mg, and 4Ca metals are depicted in
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dopants does not change the metallic character of the defected
C4 N2C=2N nanosheet, which is evident from TDOS plots of
C4 N2C=2N

at

maximum

doping

concentrations,

that

is

4 MC4 N2C=2N (see Fig. S1 of the supporting information). To understand the bonding nature in detail, we have also plotted the
PDOS plots for each of the metal doping considered in this study as
shown in Figs. S2 and S3 of the supporting information. For the
alkali metals, Li (s), Na (s) and K (s) it could be seen between Ef and
1.0 eV on the right of Ef . In case of alkaline metal dopants, more
pronounced peaks of Mg (s) and Ca (s) are observed at Ef and in the
conduction band. This could be explained due to the larger amount
of charge being transferred from Mg and Ca as compared to Li, Na,
and K, which is also demonstrated by Bader analysis (vide infra).
The bonding nature between defected C4 N2C=2N nanosheet and
the metal dopants can be explained through studying their charge

Fig. 6. We note that the MeC4 N2C=2N distances in the optimized
structures are 2.04, 2.32, 2.68, 2.14, and 2.38 Å for Li, Na, K, Mg, and
Ca, respectively. For comparison, the optimized minimum distances
of Li  Li, Na  Na, K  K, Mg  Mg, and Ca  Ca are: 2.04, 3.34, 4.33,
2.73, and 2.86 Å, respectively. The average EM
b per M are 3.14, 1.99,
1.93, 1.96, and 3.63 eV for Li, Na, K, Mg, and Ca, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 3b. Given the strong EM
b of MeC4 N (as compared to
the corresponding Ec values) and the large MeM distances, it is
evident that the M dopants are distributed uniformly over
C4 N2C=2N without being clustered.
The binding of metal dopants over the defected C4 N nanosheets
have been veriﬁed though studying their thermal stabilities. We
used the Nose-thermostat algorithm to preform ab initio molecular
dynamics simulations (AIMD). Quad-vacancy nanosheets doped
with four metal dopants 4 MC4 N2C=2N , are maintained at 300 K for
6 ps and the corresponding total energies are plotted versus time
steps as shown in Fig. 5. Small variation in the total energies shows
that the systems are thermodynamically stable.
To investigate the electronic characteristics of pristine, defected
and metal functionalized systems, we have studied their electronic
structures through total and partial density of states (TDOS and
PDOS, respectively). Fig. 4 shows the plots of TDOS and PDOS for
non-defected C4 N, and quad-vacancy C4 N2C=2N nanosheets. The
plots of maximum metal functionalized 4 MC4 N2C=2N nanosheets
are given in the supporting information (Figs. S1eS3). Pristine C4 N
nanosheet preserves semiconducting nature with a bandgap (Eg ) of
25 meV (Fig. S4 of the supporting information), which is in close
agreement with the values reported by Pu and co-workers [28].
However this Eg value is underestimated due to the inability of
GGA-PBE methods to calculate Eg accurately. Pu et al. have reported
Eg ¼ 90 meV of C4 N using the more accurate but computationally
expensive hybrid method. As shown in Fig. 4a, the valence band of
C4 N nanosheet is dominated by CC (p) and N (p), whereas the
conduction band is mainly contributed by CN (p) with small contributions from CC (p) and N (p). Introduction of vacancy defects
and metal doping change the electronic properties of C4 N nanosheet. As mentioned in the above sections that various vacancy
defects have been considered to improve the light metal binding
over C4 N nanosheet. We describe the change in the electronic
structures of C4 N upon the creation of quad vacancies (C4 N2C=2N )
through TDOS and PDOS plots as shown in Fig. 4b. Semiconducting
to metallic transition occurres in C4 N2C=2N . The removal of 2C and
2 N from the supercell of C4 NðC32 N8 Þ, to form quad vacancies, results in unpaired electrons on the neighboring C and N atoms. The
contribution of Cvac (p) and Nvac (p) having unpaired electrons can
be seen at the top of Fermi level (Ef ) in Fig. 4b. Binding of metal

Fig. 7. Top and side views of Roby-Gould ionic orbitals for the binding between a
single metal and the defected C4 N2C=2N nanosheet using isovalues of ±0:01, ±0:007,
±0:004, ±0:009, and ±0:007 for 4Li@C4 N2C=2N , 4Na@C4 N2C=2N , 4 K@C4 N2C=2N ,
4 Mg@C4 N2C=2N , and 4Ca@C4 N2C=2N , respectively. Green and yellow regions refer to
accumulation and depletion of charges, respectively. Atom colors: C-gray, N-blue, Lired, Na-yellow, K-purple, Mg-orange, and Ca-green. (A colour version of this ﬁgure
can be viewed online.)
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transfer mechanism. For this purpose, two different approaches,
Bader-charge analysis (BC) [39] and Roby-Gould method (RG)
[40e42], were employed to verify the direction and degree of
charge transfer. Table 1 gives the total transferred charges in the
valence shell of maximum M dopants (Q4M), the average charges of
single M (QM), and the maximum percentage of RG ionicity.
Detailed examination of the BCs shows that each M dopant transfers a signiﬁcant portion of its electronic charge to the defected
C4 N2C=2N nanosheet. For example, in case of a quad-vacancy sheet
loaded with a maximum of four metal dopants (4M@C4 N2C=2N ),
average charges per dopant of 0.997, 0.982, 0.790, 1.842, and 1.262
are transferred to the nanosheet for Li, Na, K, Mg, and Ca, respectively. In addition, it is also evident from the isosurface charge
density shown in Fig. S5 of the supporting information that charge
is transferred from the M dopants to the C4 N2C=2N nanosheets.
For further investigation of the binding nature, we calculated
the percentage ionicity (%I) of MeC4 N2C=2N using the RG method,
as follows,

%I ¼ 100 

i2

t2

:

interaction of H2 with the M dopant has been shown to be more
favourable compared to horizontal interaction [43]. On approaching the cationic M, adsorbed H2 molecules are polarized and bind to
the dopant through electrostatic and van der Waals forces. In order
to improve the H2 storage capacity, further H2 molecules were
inserted over the nanosheet implementing a step-wise approach. In
the second step, one more H2 molecule is introduced on each M
dopant on the optimized 4H2  C4 N2C=2N system. A suitable distance between each pair of H2 molecules was maintained in order
to avoid steric repulsion between the H2 molecules. At this stage,
two H2 molecules are bonded to each M dopant of the decorated
4 M@C4 N2C=2N systems, resulting in adsorption of a total of 8H2
molecules. This process was repeated until the systems reached
saturation (i.e. additional H2 molecules were repelled by the bound
H2 molecules). Fig. 9 illustrates the hydrogenation/dehydrogenation cycle of 4 K@C4 N2C=2N system (other decorated systems with
maximum number of adsorbed H2 molecules are given in the
supporting information, Figs. S6eS9). The values of Eads per H2 and
storage capacities (wt%) of 4 M@C4 N are within the ideal range of

(3)

Where t and i in the above equation are the total and ionic bond
indices, respectively (more details about RG method can be found
in references [40e42]). We note that the maximum %I of
MeC4 N2C=2N are: 64, 41, 71, 75, and 86 for the metal dopants of Li,
Na, K, Mg, and Ca, respectively (Table 1). The high %I values indicate
the ionic nature of the MeC4 N2C=2N bonding interactions. This is
further demonstrated with RG ionic orbitals (Fig. 7) showing a
lower charge density around the metal dopants and an accumulated charge density around C4 N2C=2N nanosheet.
In the following, we will discuss the H2 adsorption mechanism
of 4M@C4 N2C=2N nanosheet. Transfer of charge from M to
C4 N2C=2N renders the metal centers with partial positive charges
(Lidþ, Nadþ, Kdþ, Mgdþ, Cadþ), which can polarize incoming H2
molecules. Therefore, doped 4M@C4 N2C=2N sheets are able to bind
H2 signiﬁcantly more strongly compared to pristine C4 N sheets. The
average adsorption energies (Eads ) per H2 were determined using
the following equation:

Eads ¼ E4M@C4 N2C=2N :nH2  E4M@C4 N2C=2N :ðn1ÞH2  EH2 :

(4)

Where the ﬁrst, second, and third terms on the right-hand-side are
the total energies of decorated 4M@C4 N2C=2N adsorbed with n H2
molecules, with n-1 H2 molecules, and H2 molecule, respectively. In
the ﬁrst step of the H2 adsorption process, a single H2 molecule is
introduced on all active M sites of decorated C4 N2C=2N nanosheet
and, consequently, allow the latter to relax through structural
optimization. Based on previous investigations, a vertical

Table 1
Total charge transfer between the metal dopants and sheet (Q4M ), average charge
per dopant (QM ), and maximum Roby-Gould percentage ionicity for decorated quadvacancy systems, 4 M@C4 N2C=2N (M ¼ Li, Na, K, Mg, and Ca).
System

Q4M

QM

(a.u.)

(a.u.)

%Ionicity

4Li@C4 N2C=2N

3.988

0.997

64

4Na@C4 N2C=2N

3.930

0.982

41

4 K@C4 N2C=2N

3.161

0.790

71

4 Mg@C4 N2C=2N

7.370

1.842

75

4Ca@C4 N2C=2N

5.047

1.262

86

Fig. 8. Adsorption/desorption process of H2 molecules on (a) all 4 M@C4 N2C=2N , and
(b) 4 Mg@C4 N2C=2N nanosheets, as a function of pressure-temperature. M is Li, Na, K,
Mg, and Ca. (A colour version of this ﬁgure can be viewed online.)
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Table 2
Adsorption energies (Eads in eV), H2 storage capacity (wt%), and desorption temperature (TD in K) for decorated systems: nH2 ½4M@C4 N2C=2N , (M ¼ Li, Na, K, Mg,
and Ca; and n ¼ 4, 8, 12, 16, 20).
System

Eads ðeVÞ

wt%

TD ðKÞ

nH2 d[4Li@C4 N2C=2N ]
n¼4
n¼8
n ¼ 12
n ¼ 16

0.303
0.289
0.240
0.231

1.67
3.28
4.84
6.35

388
370
307
296

nH2 d[4Na@C4 N2C=2N ]
n¼4
n¼8
n ¼ 12
n ¼ 16

0.289
0.261
0.255
0.250

1.48
2.92
4.32
5.67

370
334
326
320

nH2 d[4 K@C4 N2C=2N ]
n¼4
n¼8
n ¼ 12
n ¼ 16
n ¼ 20

0.365
0.284
0.237
0.226
0.209

1.32
2.60
3.85
5.06
6.25

467
363
303
289
267

nH2 d[4 Mg@C4 N2C=2N ]
n¼4
0.277
n¼8
0.242
n ¼ 12
0.206
n ¼ 16
0.177
n ¼ 20
0.147

1.46
2.88
4.25
5.59
6.90

354
310
264
226
188

nH2 d[4Ca@C4 N2C=2N ]
n¼4
n¼8
n ¼ 12
n ¼ 16
n ¼ 20

1.31
2.58
3.82
5.03
6.21

398
390
360
333
287

0.311
0.305
0.281
0.260
0.224
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0.15e0.60 eV/H2 (see Table 2). Based on the above-mentioned
hydrogen adsorption mechanism, we conclude that each Li or Na
dopant can host a maximum of 4H2 molecules, i.e. a total of 16H2
molecules can be adsorbed on 4Li@C4 N2C=2N or 4Na@C4 N2C=2N
systems. Whereas, each of the K, Mg, and Ca dopants can accommodate a maximum of 5H2 molecules, resulting in adsorption of a
total of 20H2 molecules on 4 K@C4 N2C=2N , 4 Mg@C4 N2C=2N or
4Ca@C4 N2C=2N systems (number of adsorbed H2 molecules versus
H2 adsorption energy for all decorated systems is shown in Fig. S10
of the supporting information).
For practical H2 storage applications, it is important to estimate
the desorption temperature (TD ). We, therefore, calculate the TD for
each nH2 d[4 M@C4 N2C=2N ] system with respect to the different
number of H2 (n) by using the van't Hoff equation [44e46];

TD ¼

1

Eads DS
 ln p
:
R
kB

(5)

In this equation, Eads is the binding energy (in J per H2 molecule),
R is the gas constant (8.314 J mol1 K1), and kB is the Boltzmann
constant (1.380  1023 J K1). DS and p are the change in H2 entropy from the gas to liquid phase (75.44 J mol1 K1) and the
equilibrium pressure (1 atm), respectively. Table 2 shows the values
of TD for all the decorated systems with different number of H2
molecules. The TD values are found to be in the range of 296e388,
320e370, 267e467, 188e354, and 287e398 for the functionalized
systems of Li, Na, K, Mg, and Ca dopants, respectively. We also
observe that TD decreases with increasing number of H2 molecules,
which is expected due to lower Eads values associated with a higher

Fig. 9. Hydrogenation/dehydrogenation cycle for 4K@C4 N2C=2N (quad-vacancy) system. Optimized structures of one, two, and three K dopants over C4 N2C=2N nanosheet are also
given. Atom colors: C-gray, N-blue, K-purple, and H-green. (A colour version of this ﬁgure can be viewed online.)
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number of adsorbed H2 molecules.
The desorption of H2 molecules under practical conditions is of
key importance for an ideal H2 storage nanomaterial. It is therefore
important to explore H2 storage capacity under practical pressure
(P) and temperature (T) conditions. To this end, we use the thermodynamic analysis of H2 adsorption on 4 M@C4 N2C=2N nanosheets to comprehend H2 thermodynamics at a given T and P. The
number of H2 molecules at a certain T and P (NH2 ðP; TÞ) was
calculated using the following equation [43],

P
gn enðmEads Þ
NH2 ðP; TÞ≡Nmax Pn¼0
:
nðmEads Þ
n¼0 gn e

(6)

Where Nmax referees to the maximum number of H2 molecules, the
summation is over all conﬁgurations up to the Nmax , gn indicates the
conﬁguration multiplicity (degeneracy), and Eads and m denote the
average adsorption energy per H2 molecule and the chemical potential of the H2 gas, respectively, for n adsorbed H2 molecules.
Fig. 8 presents the number of adsorbed H2 molecules over
4M@C4 N2C=2N nanosheets as function of T and P. As expected,
adsorption takes place at higher T when going from lower to higher
P. This means that, at constant T, H2 molecules would be released
with decreasing P values. This is demonstrated in Fig. 8b of NH2 on
4 MgC4 N2C=2N nanosheet. Examination of both Fig. 8(a) and (b),
we conclude that all M decorated nanosheets considered in this
study can accommodate a reasonable number of H2 molecules at
practical T and P conditions. This further demonstrates that the
C4 N2C=2N systems have the potential to become highly effective
carriers of clean energy.
4. Conclusion
In conclusion, we have employed van der Waals corrected DFT
calculations to investigate the H2 storage properties of C4 N nanosheets with defects and light-metal doping. We ﬁnd that pristine
C4 N weakly bind the considered dopants, however the creation of
vacancy defects (C-vacancy, N-vacancy, C/N di-vacancies, 2C/2 N
quad-vacancies) signiﬁcantly improves the metaleC4 N bindings to
3e4 eV per dopant, ensuring a uniform distribution of the dopants
over the nanosheet. The strong metaleC4 N bindings have been
conﬁrmed through ab initio molecular dynamics simulations at an
elevated temperature of 300 K. Signiﬁcant charge transfer between
the metal dopants and the defected C4 N nanosheets results electronic structure changes, which have been studied through density
of states calculations. We used Bader charge analysis and RobyGould methods for the in-depth examination of the bonding nature of metal dopants with C4 N nanosheets. The cationic metal
dopants bind several H2 molecules with adsorption energies within
the ideal range of 0.15e0.50 eV/H2 making metallized C4 N nanosheets a promising H2 storage material. We have further employed
thermodynamic analysis to study the H2 adsorption/desorption
mechanism at practical operating temperature and pressure for
real world applications.
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